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Preface
Preface

Written 10.02.18
I’m flying back to the United States from Romania. It’s
the first time I’d ever been to Romania, and my second
time in Europe. I’m writing because I want to remember
the moment that I completed this artwork. Although
completing it has left me feeling both that I achieved
a goal and got away with something. I say this because
even after completing this massive project, I don’t
feel very comfortable with the idea of making art.
Truthfully, I still don’t feel like I understand what
art is.
Reflecting on the project is already making me
nostalgic. I’m reminded where I’m from. I didn’t grow
up around art, so it took a long time for me to see why
it’s necessary. I think this insecurity informs my work:
I offer to collaborate with the viewer, asking the
viewer to help me confirm the existence of an artwork
rather than dictate what is and isn’t art.
I want to document this experience because I learned
an incredible amount throughout the process. It isn’t
meant as a step-by-step guide for making public art,
but as a transparent memoir of how Circle Or Curve?
became a reality. I want to talk openly about the way I
felt and what it was like. I’ll talk about the process,
the tools I used, the experiments, good ideas, and bad
ideas. I hope this serves as motivation for anyone to
consider what they have—skills, materials, helpers—and
what they can do with it. Somehow this feels like a
good way to wrestle with my artistic insecurities. It
gives purpose to this work beyond the installation in
a city far, far away.
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01.
01.

WTF is this book?

WTF is this book?

This book is the first of a series I’d like to make for
an infinite number of projects I haven’t made yet. My
hope is that after every one of my public art projects
I can create one of these Reports as a way to detail
the process and show the lucky breaks or long-standing
ideas that helped bring these works to life. I see it
not only as a bit of a postmortem exercise but also as
a way to transfer knowledge. Sometimes simply having
the truth about how something is made makes it easier
for anyone to consider making something for themselves.
I don’t want people to make work like mine. I want them
to make work like them—through a process dictated not
by what they think they need to do, but rather what
they can do using their own ingenuity and means to
make their ideas a reality.
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What is Art? A viewer’s
(potential) perspective

Circle Or Curve?

02.

What Is Art? Is an essay written by a
different author for each edition of
The Report. Authors are selected based
on their proximity to the project that
is the subject of The Report as well as
for their opinion about what art is in
the context of that specific project.

by Hillary Churchill

Let’s say I walk with it for a few minutes. I wouldn’t
yet know that it’s a circle, but would I even know it’s
a curve? When would I understand the size? And how much
do I need to walk to understand that it meets up where
I began? At what point is the surprise twist revealed?

A Report

I never saw Circle Or Curve?, but I got the gist
over the three months I spent talking with Andrew and
editing this report. So, this document has become rich
fodder for my imagination. When I think about it, I put
myself in the scene not as a spectator or a friend and
supporter of Andrew’s, but as someone who was passing
by. In my daydream, I’m walking down the street, let’s
say to meet a friend for coffee. When I see Circle Or
Curve?, I might approach at an angle and only experience
it for the brief moment I cross it. Would I notice?
What would I think of it? Would I be curious? Would
I stop? Would I follow the curve like a 21st-century
Alice or Dorothy?
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02.
What is art?

I was contemplating all this in therapy. Circle Or
Curve? coiled around my ponderous internal monologue
and squeezed. In sessions, I harbored doubts around the
fidelity of memory and tormented myself with anxieties
about my future. At night, I’d edit this report and draw
parallels between walking the curve and remembering
my past.
Hear me out: What if the part of the curve you’ve walked
is a metaphor for your history, and the line you assume
arcs up ahead is your future? As a baby, you have no
concept of the past, you’re just being; when you start
along the curve, you don’t know yet that you’ve happened
on something grand. When you’re a child, you begin to
form a concept of yourself as part of the world; as you
continue along the curve, you finally grasp that it’s
intentional. A teenager, you start to figure out who you
are, and make some choices about what you hope to be;
by this time, you probably have caught on that this is
a monumental curve, not just a line. As an adult, you
challenge and refine your hopes and sense of self; in the
curve, you might feel a burst of energy—you’re in on the
joke. When you get a little older, it takes a lot more
to surprise you, but you use your wisdom to help younger
people grow and learn; in the curve, you get it. But you
turn your attention on others encountering it for the
first time, watching what they do, maybe cluing them in
that there’s more to this than it seems.
And you keep on, all the way to the beginning/end. I
hope that someone who didn’t know anything about Circle
Or Curve? followed the whole thing and was delighted.
I hope they felt a sense of completion and satisfaction
that lasted days. I hope they still think about the time
they traced Circle Or Curve? I hope that at the end of
my life, I feel the same way.
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03.

03.
Wall Text

Wall text
The Wall Text is a short written piece
that gives context to the project or
exhibition. In a museum exhibition,
the wall text is the next thing the
viewer sees after they see the work.
It is usually echoed multiple times
in

press

releases,

reviews,

and

printed ephemera. Ideally, it provides
enough information for the viewer to
understand the work while proposing
threads of inquiry for the viewer to
pursue on their own afterward.

The title Circle Or Curve? is a question for you,
the viewer. My interest lies where the relationship
between the artist and the viewer intersects. Circle
or curve? is an exploration of the viewer’s and
artist’s shared responsibilities and roles in an
artwork. Neither the artist nor viewer can see the
entire circle from the ground. To complete the
artwork, both the artist and the viewer must rely on
their ability to envision the whole circle from the
point where they stand. The artist walks and draws
by assessing the previous, current and future path,
visualizing the circle in curves before viewing it
whole, photographed from above. Just as the artist
envisioned the work partially while creating it, the
viewer must also assume the responsibility of seeing
the circle in parts while walking it. Comprehension
of the work relies on continual assessment of their
path as they walk the drawing. The viewer re-enacts
the process of the artist to view the whole work –
conferring to the viewer the responsibilities of
the artist.
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04.

a.

Walking and figuring out
a medium

Circle Or Curve?

Framing Ideas

Framing Ideas are concepts that lead
to work. Visible within the work to
varying degrees, framing Ideas often
come

from

works

that

preceded

the

project at hand—they accumulate as the
artist’s body of work grows.

In the summer of 2017, I bought a drone. It was sort
of an impulse purchase but they were available for a
relatively modest price on Amazon. I saw how people
were using them and something about the change in
perspective that drones offer interested me. Once
it arrived, I quickly had a realization I think most
artists and creatives can relate to: it’s only a tool
and you must dictate what it does. It can’t magically
make you a million times more talented. You have
to use your brain to make something interesting out
of what this tool affords. Around this time, I was
A Report

01. DJI Mavic Pro for sale via Amazon
04.a.01
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04.
Framing Ideas
a.

trying to use materials that were inexpensive and
readily accessible, things you could find in places
like hardware stores or on Amazon. I wanted the work
and the means by which it was brought to life to be
easily sourced so the barrier between the idea and
its realization would be relatively small as well as
dissectable by the viewer.
This interest in using tools that are accessible
and making work in such a way that the viewer can
disassemble and figure out how to make it themselves
has become increasingly important to me. Using familiar
tools creates the opportunity to interact with the
viewer. I want that familiarity to create a space for
them in the work and to open up a dialogue.

04.a.02

Walking as a medium

02. First walking line sketch made with

the drone., 2017

In the fall of 2017, after I’d had the drone for a few
months, I was on a beach in Oregon flying it with the
camera pointing straight down. From this perspective,
I dragged a stick through the sand to create a drawing.
This act of drawing on the ground seemed both simple
and interesting when seen from above. It made me
realize how many lines exist in the physical world and
how we use them to denote all sorts of things, most
interestingly for me, boundaries or pathways. I spent
a couple more days dragging that stick and drawing
lines in the sand. There was something interesting
about the scale of the drawings and using the drone
to view them. The only issue, in my mind, was the
requirement of a surface that could be drawn on, and
places like that aren’t readily accessible.
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04.a.03

A few weeks later, I was back in Pennsylvania at
my wife’s family’s farm flying the drone. I started
thinking about the problem with the drawings on the
beach and how creating those drawings required a
surface that could be altered – sand, snow, etc.

03. Walking Circle (2017)

I wondered if I could use walking as a way to draw.
And if I could, that would mean that everyone who moves
has the tools to make an artwork. Making the invisible
line from our walked paths visible would reveal a sort
of drawn line. I used the drone to film myself walking
in a straight line below it. Then, I exported single
frames and stitched the images together in Photoshop.
The technique is called Compositing - which is a process of
combining visual elements from different sources into
a single image, sort of like collage, to create the
illusion that all those elements are parts of the same
scene. The compositing of the exported video frames made
visible what was previously unseen: my walking lines.

A Report

CONTEXT: “Walking Lines” (04.a.03)
began in 2017 with the inclusion of
the drone into Herzog’s process. The
new tool created a new perspective
plain for Herzog to work on. The
driving concept for the work is the
ability to use walking, something we
do every day, as a medium for mark
making – to his satisfaction, making
something from nothing. When
enacted in the context of art, walking
becomes an accessible medium to
work with. This accessibility opens
up a relationship between the viewer
and the artwork. The viewer, if they
are able-bodied, walks. By that fact,
everyone who walks posses a tool
of art making.

Walking as a medium

04.a.05

04.a.04. Walking Line In The Valley In Crimora

a.

(2017)

Framing Ideas

04.a.04

04.a.05. First experiment in Drawing On The Earth by

04.

dragging a stick through sand filmed from the vantage
point of the drone. (2017)
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b.
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04.b.06. Sketch for Drawing On The

Earth used to approximate scale.

(2017)

In the winter of 2017, I did
an experiment called Drawing
On The Earth in collaboration
with my brother-in-law, Dylan
Smith, who’s an aerospace
engineer. We wanted to see
if we could make a drawing
big enough to be photographed
from at least 35 kilometers
(~22,000 miles) up using a
weather balloon with a camera
attached. At the time I was
still poking at the idea of
making monumental drawings
and photographing them from
above. The weather balloon
came into play because of its
availability and accessibility
(on the internet there are
some very thorough guides
and tutorials for launching
weather balloons), along
with Dylan’s knowledge of
flying things. I used about

Circle Or Curve?

Authorship
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04.

Framing Ideas

b.

Authorship

04.b.06
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a hundred yards of white plastic sheeting to construct
the drawing on the ground, ultimately making a circle
that was about 100 feet in diameter and 300 feet in
circumference–about a football field. The experiment was
unsuccessful because we lost contact with the balloon
and never retrieved the camera. But the experiment was
still fruitful. As I was laying out the sheeting to
make the circle, I was captivated by the way its size
was forcing me to interact with the drawing. Because
the circle was so big I could never see it all at
once, so as I would walk around it fixing the edges I
would have to keep track of what I had already seen
and redraw the line I had just walked in my head to
gauge if it was circular. This experience of never
having the complete view of the circle would become an
important piece of the idea for Circle Or Curve?. The
idea that a viewer walking around the circle would have
to mentally recreate it to see it. Because you would
never see it in its entirety. In recounting the circle
for themselves by piecing together the parts that they
walk, the viewer shares in the authorship of the work.
They are responsible for reconstructing and recreating
the circle in their imaginations. Their vision of the
circle becomes just as important as the artist’s.
I think it’s also worth pointing out that sometimes
it takes making a project like Drawing On The Earth,
which technically “\failed,” to see something in a new
way. Had it not been for this project I wouldn’t have
arrived at the concept that birthed Circle Or Curve?.

A Report

Framing Ideas

b.

Authorship

04.b.07

04.b.07. Documentation of Drawing

04.

On The Earth II (2018)
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04.b.08. VIEWFINDER (2017)

A Report

04.b.08

CONTEXT: “VIEWFINDER” 2017, was an experiment in making a printed
book, an object typically thought of as a static vessel for content, into an

interactive object that was in turn responsible for generating new content.
Each spread has a different configuration of a line drawn across it. The book
was printed in an edition of 50 with Sometimes Publishing.
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Framing Ideas

04.b.09. Documentation of Drawing On The Earth I (2017)

04.

b.

Authorship

04.b.09
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05.

Affordances
a.

Ramona (Friends)
Affordances are the things that you
have access to. Everyone has varying
levels of affordances. Affordances can
come in the form of money, people,
Circle Or Curve?

access to space, skills, materials,
etc. Not all affordances are directly
related to art. It’s up to the artist
to see and leverage the affordances
they have their disposal no matter
how big or small that list may be.
Scarcity breeds creativity.

05.a.10

Friends are important.
I try to surround myself
with people who are doing
things I believe in and who
believe in the things I do.
Their support can create
opportunities you would never
have thought possible. Ramona
exemplifies this belief. I’m
constantly inspired by her
work and outlook and she
pushes and supports the work
I do. I feel lucky to have
Ramona in my life.

A Report

05.a.10. The five sectors of Bucharest

Ramona and I went to the
same college. Then we both
moved to New York, and in a
city of millions of people,
it becomes a luxury to spend
time with people you share
history with. A fantastic
designer, she has spent
her time since graduation
working with companies like
The New York Times, IBM,
and Google on projects that
range from virtual reality
and interactive installations
to art directing a movie
that holds a Guinness World
Record™ for the World’s
Smallest Stop-Motion Film.
She’s from Romania and is part
of the UNFINISHED FESTIVAL’s
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05.
Affordances
a.

05.a.11

founding team as well as its
creative director. UNFINISHED is
part festival, part talks, part
art, all of which takes place
in Bucharest.
Because for years I’ve posted
feverishly on Instagram about my
experiments and projects, she
had a sense of the work I was
making. We met for tea in early
January 2018 and talked about
what she and her team had in
store for UNFINISHED that year. I
was excited by the program that
they were putting together and
felt the spirit of the festival
was aligned with my own ideals. I
admired their tenacity in having
the festival take over the entire
National Museum of Art of Romania
and the fact that they didn’t
charge admission.

Ramona (Friends)

05.a.11. Text thread with Ramona after

The largest scale work I had
done—which meant it was also
the largest production—was the
Drawing On The Earth project
which was burdensome and
ultimately unsuccessful. But still,
it felt like there was something
interesting about the scale and

I sent the proposal sketches. (2018)

A few months later, in late April,
she invited me to speak at the
festival about my work and career
and to create an installation. I
happily accepted. She mentioned
that Romania would be a good
place to do something big in
terms of scale and production.
Something that would be hard to do
elsewhere. She was confident that
whatever the idea was, she and
her team could make it happen.
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experience I had with that project. We threw ideas back
and forth. Because of the Walking Lines series I had been
doing, for a few months at that point, and the images
that came from the Drawing On The Earth project we even
talked about drawing a circle around the five districts of
Bucharest. After our conversations, I took screenshots
of Bucharest on Google Maps and overlaid giant circles
around the National Museum of Art of Romania as well
as the Palace of the Parliament. I wanted to replicate
the experience I had during the Drawing On The Earth
project—the idea that I could draw something that would be

05.a.12

05.a.12 & 13. Proposal sketches made by

drawing over a screenshot of Google Maps in

Photoshop. (2018)

05.a.13

A Report

impossible to see in its entirety from any point other
than far, far above. I wanted those who interacted with
it to envision the circle. Their job as a viewer would
be the same as my job as the artist: draw a circle by
walking it. I felt the work should take place where
people aren’t typically given authorship–either the
museum where we go to see appointed great artists/
authors or the Palace of the Parliament where the laws
and rules that govern our lives are written and enacted.
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05.
Affordances
a.
Ramona (Friends)
a
screenshot
of
Google
Maps
in

05.a.14. Proposal sketches made by drawing

over

After a few days and nights of sketching, I sent the
sketches via text message in the middle of the night
(early morning in Romania). By the time I woke up, I
had a text that the team loved it and they would start
working on permits. But how would I draw the line?

Photoshop. (2018)

05.a.14

Circle Or Curve?

the People’s Palace in Bucharest, (never shown).(2018)

05.a.15 & 16. Sketche(s) for drawing a circle around
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05.a.15

A Report

05.a.16

a.

Ramona (Friends)

05.a.17

05.a.17. Sketche(s) for drawing a circle around the

Affordances

People’s Palace in Bucharest, (never shown).(2018)
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05.
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b.
Circle Or Curve?

Google Maps

Another affordance was Google Maps, which was essential
to this project and all projects since Circle Or Curve?.
I had never been to Bucharest and Google Maps made it
possible to see what the area around the National Museum
of Art of Romania looked like. It’s an important tool
in my process and it’s free. It allows me to assess and
sketch out installations in real spaces. Using Google

A Report

05.b.18. Google Maps view of Bucharest, Romania

05.b.18

Maps, I sketch over street view images or use the 3D
map to see different angles of any given geographical
space. I’ve found that these sketches are essential when
it comes to proposing a public artwork. It’s always
easier to communicate my vision of an installation when
the sketches are as real as possible.

05.
Affordances

05.b.19. Sketch of the painted line in psuedo scale

crossing the road in front of the museum. (2018)
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CONTEXT: Google Maps is a web
mapping

service

developed

by

Google. It offers satellite imagery,
aerial

photography,street

maps,

360° panoramic views of streets
(Street

View),

real-time

traffic

conditions, and route planning for
traveling by foot, car, bicycle and air
(in beta), or public transportation.

Google Maps’ satellite view is a
“top-down” or “birds eye” view;

most of the high-resolution imagery
of

b.

cities

is

aerial

photography

Google Maps

taken from aircraft flying at 800
to 1,500 feet (240 to 460 m),
while
05.b.19

from

most

other

satellites.

imagery

Much

of

is

the

available satellite imagery is no
more than three years old and is

updated on a regular basis. Google
Maps used a variant of the Mercator

projection, and therefore could not

accurately show areas around the

poles. However, in August 2018,
the desktop version of Google

Maps was updated to show a 3D

globe as the default projection. It is
still possible to switch back to the
Mercator Projection in the settings.1
1. “Google Maps” Wikipedia February 26, 2020. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Maps.
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05.c.20

c.

The Farm

Experimenting
with
drawing
by

Conveniently, the farm is a two-and-half-hour drive
from New York City. It’s been home to a number of the
early Walking Lines and the launch site for the Drawing
On The Earth project. Before the installation of Circle
Or Curve?, I spent many summer weekends there testing
different sprayers and paint mixtures. No one who lives
on the farm would consider themselves aficionados of

A Report

05.c.20.

walking in tall grass on the Farm. (2018)

05.c.21. Circle testss on the Farm (2018)

One of the key affordances for this project is having
the physical space to work on it. Circle Or Curve? is
a vast installation. Because of that, I needed a lot
of room to test and experiment. I am extremely lucky
that my wife’s family has let me use their farm to
experiment and make work over the years. This is the
farm that my wife grew up on and has been in her family
for 50 years. Under the ownership of her family, it has
a long history of perpetual restoration and care. In
the early 2000s her family fought to stave off a claim
of eminent domain that would have turned the farm into
a golf course. The farm is a special place and her
family’s willingness to share that space with me has
made my work not only possible but more interesting.
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05.
Affordances
c.
The Farm
05.c.21

contemporary art. Although, over the years they’ve
been roped into my projects on the Farm in different
ways from lending tools to helping launch the weather
balloons. The Farm acts as an extension of my studio.
It affords me the space to think very big but has also
made me appreciate voices and opinions from outside
the art world as they are crucial when making work that
ultimately exists in public spaces.
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d.

My First Studio

Circle Or Curve?
A Report

05.d.22

Before this project, I never
had a studio. I usually just
worked in my apartment. When
I was messing around with
photographic still life
works (If You Say Something,
See Something) in 2014-2015,
I would move everything
in the living room to one
side and set up a seamless
backdrop to take photos. I
made do. But I had never
taken on a project this big
before. As I accumulated
stuff for this project (like
50lbs chunks of asphalt from
off the street - see section
06.a.01), and as that stuff
got messier, I realized it
might be time to find a space
to take this mess to. I
found a sublet on Craigslist
across the street from the
design studio I worked at
in Bushwick. It was small
at 200 square feet but had
a great window and seemed
like the perfect fit. I
signed a three-month lease,
paying $700 a month. I had
just been commissioned to
make some “Walking Line”
photos for publication that
paid $1300, which I used to
justify the cost. The studio

sprayer
in
the
studio

Affordances
d.
My First Studio
05.d.23

05.d.22. Three images from the If You Say

Testing

05.

Something,See Something series (2014-2015)

05.d.23.

was perfect. I did a bunch of tests and experiments
there, like figuring out the paint ratio and testing
various spraying methods. One evening I even painted a
line on the studio floor to see how wide it would be and
the viscosity of the line after being sprayed. Having
that space also showed me the importance of prioritizing
a physical space for this type of work—finding room to
do nothing but create. Since then, I’ve consistently
maintained a separate studio to house my art practice
and accumulations.

(2018)
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06.

40

Process
a.

Problems
The process for every project is unique,
typically

involving

experimentation,
Circle Or Curve?

failures, successes, concessions, collaboration, and countless unexpecteds.
Throughout, there will likely be unforeseen problems and reliance on the help
of others.

I came to realize that making public works is not a
two-step process. (Step one, have an idea. Step two,
make it.) It’s an exercise of teetering back and forth
between having an idea, experimentation, problem solving
and realization. It’s messy. Every project comes with a
number of things that need to be figured out to make the
work possible. This project was no exception. In fact,
the majority of this project was figuring things out.
Upon sending the text and sketches to Ramona I realized I
didn’t know how I would do it. And then when they liked
it and wanted to make it happen, that question became
a central part of the work. Its possibility relied
on logistics.

A Report

06.a.1.24. www.ingredi.com (2018)

06.a.1.24
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a.1.

06.

Paint

Process

The first problem was figuring out what the
line should be made of. Permanence didn’t
seem conceptually relevant with this
project, because I believe all work, even
temporary work, lives on through images
and memory. (It’s possible an impermanent
one-kilometer circle drawn around the
National Museum of Art of Romania would
be more intriguing as hearsay than real
life.) For that reason, as well as a
concern for the environment, I set out to
make a temporary, non-destructive paint.
a.
Problems
Paint

06.a.1.25

06.a.1.25. 50lbs bag of Calcium Carbonate (2018)

a.1.

Having done only one other experiment
close to the scale of this, Drawing On
The Earth, using a material that wasn’t
extensible, plastic sheeting, I kept
thinking I had to use paint, which seemed
a little primitive. I was interested in
the idea of using chalk. I figured it could
be ground and mixed with water to make
paint. A simple internet search revealed
that chalk is made from pulverized
limestone, which can be purchased by the
bag (it’s used in this form to draw lines
on baseball fields and treat soil). More
Googling: I learned the primary component
of agricultural lime (chalk) is calcium
carbonate which, lucky for me, you can
purchase on Amazon in small 1lbs bags.
And crucially, calcium carbonate was

very easy to source in Romania. In fact, because of its
agricultural applications, it is fairly easy to source
almost anywhere in the world.
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But before Romania, there was testing to do. First,
right on my block in Brooklyn. My street was being torn
up and repaved, so at night after the construction crew
left I would go out and steal pieces of asphalt.

Circle Or Curve?

I mixed the paint at four different ratios of water to
calcium carbonate, 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4. I brushed
the mixtures onto the asphalt and was quite exhilarated
to see that it worked. After drying overnight, I tested
the marks for washability and sent a video of washing
the stones to Romania. It worked. I had found my paint

A Report

06.a.1.26. Testing 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 ratios of

paint to water (2018)

06.a.1.26
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06.
Process
06.a.1.27

a.
Problems
Paint

Those questions would be
probed over the next few
months. In the end, I used
a ratio of 1 part calcium
carbonate to 2 parts
water. As the testing
materialized I would start
sourcing the calcium in
50-pound bags. I spent a lot
of time testing at the farm
and in my studio.

06.a.1.27. First line tests at the Farm (2018)

a.1.

for the project. Now
the questions were how to
apply it, at what ratio,
and how much would I need.

sprayer test (2018)

Circle Or Curve?

06.a.2.30. Documentation of the first

to 4” Line Striper

06.a.2.29. Aervoe 800 Vers-A-Striper 2”

from sketchbook (2018)

06.a.2.28. Painting apparatus sketches
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06.a.2.28

A Report

06.a.2.29

06.a.2.30
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a.2.

Sprayer

06.
Process

I had my paint, so the next significant question was how
to apply it. For the installation to match the sketch,
the line that would have to be about a meter wide
(~3ft). This ruled out machines that are built to spray
lines onto pavement as they typically create a line
that’s only at max about six inches wide. I thought
about using a mop, a giant paintbrush, or pouring paint
out the back of a moving car.

a.
Problems
a.2.
06.a.2.31. Documentation of the first

circle painted on the Farm (2018)

Sprayer
06.a.2.31

06.a.2.33

06.a.2.32. Chapin hand pump 4 gallon sprayer

06.a.2.33. Chapin 20v electric 4 gallon sprayer

Because I kept having issues
with the electric version
of the backpack sprayer I
thought maybe if it were
hand-pumped I could muscle
the paint through the sprayer
nozzle. What a bad idea.
I bought another 4-gallon
backpack sprayer but I had
the same issues as the
electric sprayer and this

A Report

For the next round of
testing, I tried an electric
4-gallon backpack sprayer
that would ultimately be
the one I’d use to paint the
circle. As I tested different
ratios of chalk powder and
water, I kept running into
an issue that I thought was
the small electric motor
struggling to circulate
the paint. I tried different
ratios, going all the way to
6:1 water to chalk powder but
the motor still strained.
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06.a.2.32

And I thought about sprayers
used to paint cars (but
those need electricity or
compressed air). I wondered
about gardening sprayers
that have a hand pump to
build air pressure. So, I
bought a $30 sprayer from
Amazon and began testing.I
painted the first circle test
on the farm and it was mostly
successful, but, it was only
about 1/8 of the size of
the circle I had proposed
in Romania. And towards the
end of that experiment, the
nozzle clogged because the
mixture of the paint was
too thick. I also worried
about my own stamina. My arm
got very tired from pumping
the sprayer, and the circle
wasn’t even full size.

to

Sprayer

It’s worth noting that the process of testing lasted
the entire summer. There were many trips from NYC to
Pennsylvania to pace alone in the fields on the Farm with
a 4-gallon backpack garden sprayer. I say that to just
reiterate the isolated and insanity-inducing moments
I think always exist in projects of this scale. Because
they take so much time, planning, and testing there are
always daunting periods that make you feel crazy.
It passes.

test

Problems
a.2.

After all this testing, I went back to the electric
sprayer and assumed I would have to make some sort of
modification to the motor. I continued to test short
distances and after doing some initial 100-meter spray
tests, I calculated that I would need 45 kilograms, or
about 100 pounds of calcium carbonate powder to make
enough paint to create Circle Or Curve?.

measurement

a.

20m

ratio

time I was reminded of my own physical weakness and
lack of stamina.

A

paint

06.a.2.35

06.a.2.34.

of

Process
06.a.2.34

calculate the amount of Calcium Carbonate

Documentation

06.

necessary to paint the circle. (2018)

06.a.2.35.

tests (2018)
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06.a.2.36.

Dipped

paint ratios (2018)

hand

while

Circle Or Curve?

testing

06.a.2.37 & 38. Paint ratio testss on the
Farm (2018)
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06.a.2.37
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06.a.2.36
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06.

Process

a.

Problems

a.2.

Sprayer

06.a.2.38

06.a.2.39. Testing station while on
vacation in Maine (2018)

Circle Or Curve?
A Report

06.a.2.39
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06.
Process

Fast forward to the beginning of
September, four weeks from the festival
in Romania. I still hadn’t figured out
how to get the electric sprayer to spray
long enough to paint the circle. On the
bright side, I’ve figured out the paint
ratio. I went to Maine for a week of
vacation with some friends and family.
My wife’s brother, who collaborated
with me on Drawing On The Earth met us
there. I brought the sprayer in hopes
of picking his brain on how to modify
the electric motor. After disabling
the automatic off switch, he unscrewed
the handle of the sprayer, dislodging
a solid piece of chalk. A filter that
wasn’t mentioned in the manual was
clogging each time I’d spray, and then
unclogging when I’d flush it out with
water. I felt stupid. I thought I had
removed all of the filters. Of course, I
was overjoyed by the thought of having
solved the problem. The next day, I
spent an hour and a half spraying 28
gallons of paint, in 4 gallon increments,
into a bucket to test that (1) we’d
fixed the longevity problem, and (2) one
battery would suffice to spray that much
paint. With both tests passed, I finally
had a way to paint in Romania. Now, I
just needed to figure out how to get
it there.

06.a.2.40

a.
Problems
06.a.2.40. Documentation of the time it took to run

each 4 gallon cycle of 2:1 mixed paint. Ultimately,

I was able to run 28 gallons of paint through it

without any problems. (2018)

Sprayer
06.a.2.41

06.a.2.41. The filter that was causing the sprayer to

a.2.

shutoff during testing that I didn’t know existed.

Stage 3 (removable Shut-off filter)
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b.

The Proposal
Circle Or Curve?

After seven years of working as a designer, I was
familiar with writing and pitching proposals. But it
hadn’t occurred to me to use those skills to pitch
art projects. In late July, we realized that getting
permission from the city of Bucharest would be a larger
hurdle than anticipated. At this point, I still hadn’t
figured out exactly how I would paint the line. But I had
a sense of how and what I would need to do it. I put
the proposal together to make it seem like there was
more concreteness to the project than there really was
at that point. (I think design helps in these scenarios
as it can help to visualize things that are not yet
realized). This truth has implications in the world far
beyond this project; organizing all of the calculations
and tools that would be needed to create the project.
A Report

The following pages show the proposal in its entirety.
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c.

Floriana

06.c.42

The Report

from
the
city
of

06.c.42. Floriana and Andrew standing

Document

outside the MNAR (2018)

06.c.43.

Bucharest permitting the installation to

take place. (2018)

I collaborate with other creatives or experts in
other fields all the time but hadn’t until then worked
with someone to produce an artwork. I had also never
before done a project of this scale with this level
of detail and bureaucratic involvement. When I think
about it now, Floriana was the perfect person to help
bring this work to life. I met Floriana first through
emails. Through our introductions, I learned she
scouts locations for multimillion-dollar films. Because
of my greenness I wasn’t sure how someone with that
set of skills could be helpful, but as I would come
to learn her skill set, which had been honed in the
movie production business, would be a major asset to
producing a public artwork of this size. Working in
the film industry, she had learned how to squeeze every
ounce of leniency out of bureaucracy to achieve the
vision of her collaborators. It became clear to me
through my work with Floriana that public artworks are
complex collaborations that necessitate an array of
experts. Meeting and learning from those people can be
one of the most interesting parts about making work of
this scale. From the time I got to Romania, four days
before the installation, Floriana was spending her days
at Bucharest City Hall trying to get permission to
make this work. I had thought that because the painted
line would ultimately cross over multiple roadways and
properties it would be impossible to get permission.
Floriana didn’t think it was impossible. Every day for
the rest of the week, I would see her and she would
tell me who she talked to, what they had said, and what
other city departments they had pointed her to. With
the days passing, I was beginning to think it wouldn’t
happen at all. There was a lot of work leading up to

Circle Or Curve?

Like Ramona, without Floriana, this project would
have never happened. I can’t stress that enough. I
did not know Floriana before this project. She was a
producer for the Unfinished Festival, assigned to help
produce Circle Or Curve?. She took up the fight for this
project as if it were her own idea and vowed to stop at
nothing to make it a reality. Without her tenacity and
perseverance, this would be a much different report.
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06.

Process

c.

Floriana

06.c.43

06.c.44.

Floriana

talking

with

officer during installation (2018)

a

Circle Or Curve?

police

A Report

06.c.44
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Process

Then, Friday night, less than twelve hours before the
installation was supposed to happen, she returned from
a meeting with the Ministry of Culture of Romania
with a piece of paper that said they were aware this
project was taking place. Not that they had given it
permission, but that it was acknowledged. That piece
of paper was it. It was what we needed to paint the
circle. I later would learn there was concern among
he officials that this circle was a call to incite some
sort of riot within Bucharest. Because public artwork
exists outside the walls of institutions it has to
be scrutinized outside the normal parameters of a
traditional artwork that hangs in a museum. There is
no longer an intellectual contract that gives context
to its existence. The city officials were worried that
we were using the label of public artwork to rile
people up. From what I could gather, Romania, a country
that was only 30 years removed from a revolution and
public execution that ended communist rule within the
country, was understandably prudent about approving
public interventions. No one wanted their signature
on the paperwork that led to the incitement of public
disturbance. But they didn’t want censorship pinned on
them either. In the end, Floriana convinced them that
it would look worse for them if they didn’t let it happen.

c.
Floriana
06.c.45

06.c.45. Email introduction between Floriana

06.

that point and we’d come all the way here I began to
think it may have been for nothing. But Floriana never
lost faith, even after spending hours each day in the
halls of Bucharest’s city offices.

and myself. (2018)
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d.

TSA

Circle Or Curve?

During the summer, after trying to source a sprayer
in Romania, we realized that we wouldn’t be able to
find one like the one I had been using in the United
States. This meant that I would need to bring my own.
The sprayer was very large and would most certainly
look suspicious as hell. But without it, the project
wouldn’t be possible. This is another point where the
project took a turn from the expected path. It occurs
to me again that bringing a project like this to life
involves resourcefulness and an ability to try and
make things work by any means possible. In this case,
this project now relied on traveling internationally
with a 4-gallon electric backpack sprayer. It turns

06.d.46

A Report

06.
Process
d.
TSA

out, you can contact TSA (Transportation Security
Administration) over Facebook Messenger to ask them
questions about any items you’re hoping to carry onto
the plane. They respond, very politely I might add,
with advice and instructions about how to safely
travel with your questionable cargo. I messaged them
explaining the situation and got a response a couple
of days later with the proverbial thumbs up. Side
note, @tsa is a very funny Instagram account.

06.d.46. Conversation between TSA and

me via Facebook Messenger (2018)
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07.

Realization
a.

Install day
Realization is the ceremony. It’s the
culmination of all of the experiments
and tests. It’s the point where the
rubber meets the road and the work gets
Circle Or Curve?

installed. Marcel Duchamp posited that
“the creative act is not performed by
the artist alone; the spectator brings
the work in contact with the external
world by deciphering and interpreting
its inner qualifications and thus adds
[their] contribution to the creative
act.”

Realization

is

the

point

in

which the spectator gets to add their
contribution

to

the

work

through

viewing and interacting with it.

The original install day for Circle Or Curve? was
Saturday, September 29, 2018, but we didn’t get
permission to do the project until 6 P.M. on Friday,
the 28th. To be honest, by the time we got to Friday
without permission I didn’t think it would happen.
I saw Floriana at dinner on Friday night and she
ecstatically told me that she had spent the day at the
city government building, the fourth day in a row, mind
you, and finally gotten a piece of paper that said the
city of Bucharest knew that this project was taking
place. Floriana beamed that that was all we would need.
She figured the rest she could sort out with anyone that
would try to stop us in the morning. But because it
was now 12 hours before we were supposed to start the
project we decided to push it to Sunday, the 30th.

07.a.47. Instagram post telling people the

installation had been postponed. (2018)

07.a.47

A Report

The plan was to start at 6 A.M. on Sunday before there
was too much traffic. We’d start at the most difficult
point of the painting, the part of the circle that
crosses a four-lane highway then goes around the
Equestrian Statue of Carol I and then back across the
same four lanes.
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07.a.48

07.a.48. The circle went through many iterations

in shape and path before it was drawn IRL.

These sketches show some of the shifts from the

proposal to the night before the installation

a.
Install day

6 A.M. was the planned start time. The night before
was spent doing last-minute preparations. At our final
meeting, Floriana told me she thought we should try
not to spray on the grass as to not have the park
police along with the regular police all over us. On
one hand, it felt like a major compromise as it would
mean slightly altering the shape. But on the other
hand, the night before the installation, only a day
after we had received minimal acceptance from the city
that the project would even take place, it seemed as
though the project was barely hanging on and we needed
to do whatever we could to preserve its possibility.
I quickly redrew circle again, for probably the tenth
time in the life of the project, over the map in
photoshop to see if there was a way to resituate the
circle so that it would cross less grass. After that
exercise and feeling an extreme weight to compromise
the work for its own good, Kirby and I went back to the
hotel to try to relax. At that point, I was pretty sure
that we would not complete the circle the next day, but
I also thought the story of starting it and getting any
portion of it drawn could be a work in and of itself.

took place. (2018)

A big part of this project was the people volunteering
their time on the day of the installation. Because it
would require about 20 gallons of paint I would need
people to be mixing paint à la minute. And because we
only sort of had permission, we needed to move quickly.
On Friday, I met a bunch of people who came to my
artist talk and were really excited about the project.
They pledged to volunteer and vowed to be at the museum
at 6 A.M. on Sunday to help in whatever way they could.
(A few of them I asked to write short essays about
their interaction with the project. These are featured
later in this chapter.)

07.a.49

Kirby and I woke up at five and took the short walk to
the museum. It was still cold and dark. On our way, we
crossed paths with some partyers making their way home
for the night. There were a handful of people at the
museum when we got there: Floriana and a few of the
other assistants from the festival, also some folks
who had come to my talk on Friday and wanted to see it
happen (the next sections are dedicated to them and
their experiences). I explained that I would need some
of them to mix the paint and bring it out to me while I
was spraying. I told them the tank could only hold four
gallons at a time, but I thought it would take about 20
gallons to cover the whole circle. While showing them
how to mix the paint in the museum custodial closet I
spilled paint all over the marble floors of the museum.
It was funny that even in the custodial closet there

07.a.50
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Circle Or Curve?

That night, Kirby and I watched a documentary about
Jean Claude and Christo. Serendipitously, it felt as
though we were assuming the roles of this artistic duo
having done all the work to get there and standing at
the cusp of making this idea a reality. Hopefully it
goes without saying, but without Kirby none of the work
I do would be possible. I didn’t sleep much that night.
Partially because I was jet-lagged, but also due to my
inability to reconcile what the next day’s experience
would be like. I had never done anything like this
before. And I was still wrestling with the idea that I
was about to make this giant artwork.

A Report

07.a.49. Young Jean Claude & Christo

Curve? on

07.a.50. The Umbrellas, Japan–USA (1991)

07.a.51. The aftermath of Cirlce Or

the museum’s marble floors (2018)

07.a.51

Realization

07.a.52

was marble flooring. I filled the sprayer up with the
first four gallons, put the sprayer on my back, and we
headed into the morning darkness and chill, all walking
quietly to the starting point.
We agreed to start at the southeast corner of the
museum and cross the four lanes of Calea Victoriei
first since we thought that would be the hardest part.
We got to the spot and I pulled the trigger. I started
spraying the grass next to the museum and walking. It

a.
Install day

07.a.53

was amazingly anticlimactic. It was very windy, so I
had to walk slow so the right amount of paint would
coat the ground. The other surprise for the onlookers
was that when I first spray it, the paint looks very
translucent. The water content is higher in the paint’s
liquid form, but once it dries the water evaporates and
the chalk is the only element left, making the line
totally opaque. I never thought of this as an asset
until I was spraying it across the four-lane road in
front of the museum. To any unsuspecting onlooker, it
looked like I was just spraying water on the ground.

07.a.52. Installation in progress (2018)

07.

07.a.53. Corner of Calea Victoriei - via

Google Maps
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07.a.54

07.a.55

I painted through a big parking lot and back across
Piata George Enescu. Next was the second-most difficult
section, a stretch on the north side of the museum that
would require me to paint for a long stretch of the
road. About halfway across, a police car started toward
me. This is it, I thought. The end. I stopped and let

A Report

07.a.54 & 55. A pedestrian and police officer during

the installation at the corner of Strada Știrbei Vodă

and Piața George Enescu (2018)

On we went, past the Memorial of Rebirth and around
the Equestrian Statue of Carol I. Just before crossing
Piata George Enescu again, I ran out of paint. Looking
up, I realized that all but one of the assistants were
standing around me—with no new paint to be found. And
just like that, Kirby comes running out from the museum
with the only lone missing assistant carrying the fivegallon refill jug. Again, I’m reminded of how making
something like this is not a solo pursuit. I refilled
the sprayer and Kirby hustled a few of the volunteers
back into the museum to mix more paint.
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07.a.56

Snapping out of my tired baffled morning stupor, I kept
going. I figured I could at least get a little bit more
done before the police pulled the plug. A few minutes
later, Floriana caught up with me and said to keep
going. The police were very confused, but she showed
them the paperwork and that was enough for them to not
pursue it. I like to imagine it was the end of a very
long night shift and rolling up on a weirdo spraying
water on the ground at dawn didn’t seem like something
worth getting out of their warm cop car for.
We kept going. We entered the park on the northwest
side of the museum. The sun rose, which was nice,
but our slow-moving cluster, no longer hidden by the

07.a.56. Overspray on pants and shoes after the

Install day

Floriana talk to the police officers. As I stood there,
she turned around from the policeman and said, “What are
you doing? Keep going!”

installation. (2018)

a.

morning darkness, certainly looked suspicious. There
park police who are responsible for the grounds of
the museum were curious, to say the least. Floriana
spoke with them, and by then I understood that I
should keep going until told to stop. We went through
another refill of paint seamlessly. Now Kirby was able
to stay with me, having adequately communicated to the
museum assistants that they needed to be mixing paint
nonstop until we finished. She started live-streaming
the production on Instagram. Because it’s Saturday
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07.a.57

at midnight in the United States, we had a bit of an
audience, although likely a drunk audience, given
the timing. Kirby answered a few questions. At this
point, the whole thing started to feel a bit surreal
considering what it had taken to get there, but it was
too early to celebrate.

Install day

07.a.58

It was starting to get light outside, so I told Alex
and Vasilis— two of the volunteer assistants who I’ll
introduce more thoroughly in the next section—to start
capturing drone footage. Who knew how much further
we’d get? At this point, the circle was about halfway
done. They sent the drone aloft and we all kept moving.
I sprayed and walked slowly. The rest of the walk was
even sort of boring as the paint refills were working
seamlessly and any other police we ran into weren’t
interested in us due to Floriana’s mediation skills.

07.a.57. Talking to people over Instagram

Realization
a.

Live during the a paint refill. (2018)

07.

07.a.58. Documentation of the installation

in progress (2018)
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07.
Realization
07.a.60

07.a.59. Docuemntation after the installation

was completed. (2018)

07.a.60. Documentation of the installation

Install day

At the end, I connected the end of the line to the
start. The circle was complete. Again, just like the
start, it felt very anticlimactic. But, at the same
time, it was sort of unbelievable. We looked at it for
a minute, and I suddenly felt a burst of energy as I
realized the paint crossing the road in front of the
museum would be dried and opaque by now. It looks like
paint that would stay there for a while, but I know
its lifespan is already counting down. There was still
almost no one around, other than a few passing cars.
The whole group stood in front of the museum looking
at the line. It felt like a championship team with
no sport. And for one last time, a police officer
approached. This one looked more upset than the others.
Possibly because the full effect of the paint was
finally revealed: a-meter wide white line that looks
endless, going over sidewalks, around monuments, and
across roads.

in progress (2018)

a.
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Installation documentation
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c.

Alex and Vasilis
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Vasilis’
written
essay
through

07.c.61. Alex Muresan’s photo essay continues

(2018)

alongside

pg.82

Alex and Vasilis were hawking t-shirts they had
designed at the festival at a booth they designed and
constructed inside the museum. They were both still
in university and made the trek here on what I came
to understand as a last-minute adventure. (They may
still be in school at the time this is published? In
my mind they will be in school forever.) Needless to
say, they were ambitious. After my talk on Friday, they
stayed in the auditorium to chat with me about Circle
Or Curve?. “We’re in,” they told me. They were down to
help out and would be there at 6 A.M.when we planned
to do the project. I ended up giving them the controls
to the drone to shoot the first images of Circle Or
Curve?. Alex shot some photos that morning and Vasilis
contributed the following essay that is right after this.
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I personally met Andrew at Unfinished Festival in Bucharest in Romania. It’s

so sad that I didn’t know about him or his work before that, so sad that such
creative people like him, or projects like his don’t get enough exposure. I

really like the project from a visual point of view, looks so simple but yet so
07.

complicated, minimalistic I would say. “Less is more,” right? That’s probably the

Realization

reason many people don’t get it, even people I met and showed the project
of the circle around the museum (that I was lucky to be involved) seemed

to try so hard to find a reason for this art but I think there shouldn’t be one.
It’s fun and interesting visually, it’s a human interpretation of perfection
and that’s it. But as simple as it may look, from my understanding it takes

months of planning, practicing and paperwork to manage to do a massive

circle that airplanes can see (as from the ground level there’s this mysterious
line that you wonder where it goes, it’s totally a different perspective, yet
still, an interesting one).

I was lucky to be part of the process, making the “Bucharest Circle” around

the museum. I was the drone operator. We woke up at 5 A.M. so there were
not many cars on the streets nor people. It was extremely cold outside,

grey dark weather. At first - when Andrew started spraying I was funnily
disappointed by seeing how the wind would take half of the paint away

and that the line seemed so thin and nearly transparent. After about 20-30

minutes it was when it only started being visible. That was the moment
I realized Andrew knew exactly what he was doing. Everyone was very
surprised. It took about one hour for him to complete the artwork, I really
enjoyed looking at the process. As an architecture student, it seemed

very interesting how a human being could have such an impact on a city.

Painting on the streets making art: shapes and history, that feeling is very
c.

beautiful. It was like a reminder that we can interact with the place and

Alex and Vasilis

location wherever we are, creating something unique that might represent

the inside out, such projects remind us who we are and where we come from.
As for the people of Romania, The “Bucharest Circle” is so much more than

just a circle, it shows how far Romania has made in these last 30 years since
the revolution and the destruction of the communist party. Andrew would be
killed if he would do this 30 years ago and this is remarkable.
Thank you, Andrew, for this unforgettable experience.

By Vasilis Marlantis
(2018)
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07.c.61. Alex Muresan’s photo essay continues

(2018)

alongside

pg.82

Alex and Vasilis were hawking t-shirts they had
designed at the festival at a booth they designed and
constructed inside the museum. They were both still
in university and made the trek here on what I came
to understand as a last-minute adventure. (They may
still be in school at the time this is published? In
my mind they will be in school forever.) Needless to
say, they were ambitious. After my talk on Friday, they
stayed in the auditorium to chat with me about Circle
Or Curve?. “We’re in,” they told me. They were down to
help out and would be there at 6 A.M.when we planned
to do the project. I ended up giving them the controls
to the drone to shoot the first images of Circle Or
Curve?. Alex shot some photos that morning and Vasilis
contributed the following essay that is right after this.
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d.

Ioana

Similar to Alex and Vasilis,
I met Ioana after I gave
my talk at the museum. She
was complimentary and told
me that she would be there
to witness the circle come
to life. She was true to
her word and showed up that
morning after what I found
out was an all-nighter,
moonlighting as an actor.

Ioana
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Read this and you will understand why I went at 6 A.M.on a cold morning,
after a night where I was sleep deprived to watch Andrew Herzog paint a
07.

circle around MNAR.

Realization

I first saw Andrew at Unfinished Festival while he was giving his

presentation. I was very critical of all speeches but in his I found the

perfect balance of adding value, humour and relatability. At the end of his

presentation he told us about the circle and the performance that will take

place the next morning at 6 fricking A.M. Because I liked his speech so
much, I was hooked. I promised myself I’ll go.

Now, to fully understand my dedication to this performance, let me tell

you that the night before the event I had a night acting job. I had a role

for a running and fighting scene in the middle of the night. Not the most

enjoyable experience, not to mention the storm outside. So after 4 hours

of acting running and fighting in cold I was exhausted and the last thing I

wanted to do was to go see the performance. But my promises mean a lot to
me so I went.

So at 6 A.M.in the morning, after 3 hours of sleep, with a face full of makeup
from the night before and my black fur cape, looking rather suspicious, I
showed up at the performance. Now... I had quite a shock. I was imagining

a large crowd of people cheering while Andrew was painting his white circle.

I thought it will be an upgraded version of a party. Also, I thought it would be
an awesome time to socialize, meet new people, make lifelong friendships, etc.
d.
Ioana

The problem was I couldn’t find anybody. Where was Andrew? Where was

his circle? Where was his social circle? But I kept walking at one point I
saw them. In the distance there was a group of 5-6 sleepy people. I clearly

recognize Andrew and besides him, I see Kirby, his wife, some art staff and
2 girls that came there, like me. The girls clearly took the performance very
seriously and had a solemn attitude. But very soon the girls left, so then I

was the only person that was there to see the performance, expect the staff.
I told you I was dedicated.

By Ioana Petresco
(2018)
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At that point, I was oscillating between feeling intrigued and amused.
Another thing that was not how I imagined was the circle itself. While

Andrew was spraying the white substance, the wind was so strong that it
white mark, there was an unnoticeable light gray water.

And on top of everything, while Andrew was calmly and politely spraying
this circle, the police stopped us. At this point, I was so emotionally involved in

Circle Or Curve?

was blowing most of it away. And on the ground instead of remaining a thick

this circle that I almost took it personally when the police came. Also, I knew
that Andrew worked fricking 6 months for this. 6 MONTHS!!!! Time is very
precious to me and at that moment I felt like 6 months of a man’s life are
going to be ruined by bad weather and police injustice.

But we had divine intervention, I guess, and the police left us so Andrew
patiently continued spraying the circle for another hour. While he was
finishing it some people from staff flew the drone and seemed to give

Andrew some good news. I suspected they were lying just to encourage him

and that you can’t actually see any circle, because the water-ish grey color
had no effect.

But oh boy I was wrong! Andrew knew what he was doing - of course - and
it totally worked. From a drone perspective you could easily see the circle.
VICTORY!

At 8 A.M.the job was done, the circle finished, the performance over (but the

festival remained Unfinished). I congratulated this persevering circle maestro
and went and slept for 10 hours.”
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e.

Daniel
Circle Or Curve?

I met Daniel after the
installation was complete.
He was walking around the
circle on Sunday afternoon
taking photos and documenting
it. He recognized me and
introduced himself (I
was also walking around
documenting the work). He
offered his photos for this
book and contributed an essay.
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I am at the Unfinished Conference in Bucharest. Andrew is on stage. His

fun talk is near its ending, and after showing us some of his “walking mural”
07.

projects captured with his drone, he casually shows a hypothetical white

Realization

circle drawn over a google maps image around the venue we were in at that

very moment “National Museum of Art of Romania”. I thought, oh... that

would have been so cool if it were done for real. What I didn’t expect, is for

him to say at the end “Ideally, we would like to do it tomorrow morning at 6

A.M.” I was blown away. You expect speakers to showcase their work, share
some of their experience and then walk off the stage. What you don’t expect
is for them to leave a mark on your own environment. And that’s exactly
what Andrew did, literally.

There is much to love about a project like this, especially in today’s OCD
era, when we’re trying to compensate for chaos and the abundance

of information in our lives with simplicity and order from minimalistic

photography, design and art. Bringing simple shapes like circles into our
asymmetric world, relieves some of that noise anxiety. Plus the unfamiliar
and calming bird’s eye view perspective of our earth, where there’s

only silence and tranquility, and you can feel totally detached from daily
misfortunes. But that’s not all what this project is about. I think it’s trying

to show how one would convert a perfect geometric form into the real

world, where none of it exists. And I think it’s very liberating to accept that
in the real world, nothing can or should be perfect. More than that, trying
to achieve it is only detrimental to one’s creativity and success. There’s
definitely a misconception about perfection in our world, and a day will
e.

come when we will have to redefine its meaning, and transpose it into a

Daniel

humanised and faulty version, free from anxiety. That would be a great day.
But that’s only one perspective. On the ground however, it’s different. I

saw a lot of confused passers-by who were failing trying to make sense

of it, because they didn’t see the whole picture. And that’s when it hit me.

How many times we fail and misjudge because we are locked only on our
own narrow perspective? Spoiler: A lot. Possible solution? Empathy, and
enough self- consciousness to be able to pause and take a step back in

order to assess the situation we’re in. I think this is a super power few of

Daniel Muntean’s essay
(2018)
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07.e.62. Daniel Muntean’s photo-

essay (2018)

07.e.62

us have, but those who do, are definitely on top of the world. And in this

case I felt a bit “on top of the world”. But I was also curious how detached
the ground perspective was. So I challenged myself to walk on the actual

“circle or curve”, through trees and bushes and rush hour traffic. I picked a
“marked” start/finish point, and started walking. The result can be seen on

my sneakers and on some of my pictures I made. And the experience? I felt
like a mad man jumping through the bushes, and the passers-by probably
felt the same. Weird as it was following a white line, I wanted to be part of

it and experience a full-circle (pun intended), and end my trip with a sense

of completion. And also, I felt that this would be a good way to appreciate
what Andrew has achieved on that day.

So is it a circle or a curve? I say it is both. It’s a circle viewed through the
lens of reality.
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References
In the context of this book, References
are works of art that inspired and
motivated me while I was conceiving
and

creating

the

Circle

Or

Curve?

project. At times, just seeing that
Circle Or Curve?

these works were completed made me
feel sane in my pursuit.

Francis Alÿs - When Faith Moves Mountains, 2002

08.63

08.63.
When
Faith
Moves
Mountains
(still),

2002, In collaboration with Cuauhtémoc Medina

and Rafael Ortega. 16mm film transferred to DVD,

Lima, Peru

The action itself, as documented in photographs and
video, is extraordinarily impressive, but in the end
the “social allegory” takes over from the work’s
undeniable formal presence. The action was completely
transitory. The next day, no one could recognize that
the huge sand dune had been moved. The true aftermath
of the work lies in the ripples of anecdote and image
that radiate out from it.
Francis Alÿs. francisalys.com.

A Report

Five hundred volunteers with shovels gathered at a huge
sand dune on the outskirts of Lima, Peru, and over
the course of a day moved it by several inches. Alÿs
developed the idea after first visiting Lima in October
2000. The political context was inescapable: “This was
during the last months of the Fujimori dictatorship.
Lima was in turmoil with clashes on the streets,
obvious social tension and an emerging movement of
resistance. This was a desperate situation calling for
an epic response: staging a social allegory to fit the
circumstances seemed more appropriate than engaging
in a sculptural exercise.”31 The principle that drove
When Faith Moves Mountains was “maximum effort,
minimal result.” The most apparently minimal change
was effected, and only by means of the most massive of
collective efforts.
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Lygia Pape - Divisor (Divider), 1968

08.64. Lygia Pape: Divisor (Divider), 1968;

performance at the Museu de Arte Moderna, Rio

de Janeiro, 1990

A forty-square-meter stretch of white canvas regularly
punctuated with slits like large buttonholes. Groups of
participants … are invited to don the work by slipping
their heads through the slits and moving around
collectively. The experience looks joyously playful,
the canvas a collective, gigantic Halloween ghost
costume, or a social fabric made literal. It’s easy to
forget that Divider is a work of political protest.
Esther Allen. “Lygia Pape’s Radical Banquet.” The New
York Review of Books. June 12, 2017.
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Olafur Eliasson - Green River, 1998

– Olafur Eliasson. olafureliasson.net.
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08.65. Green river, (1998)

Photo: Olafur Eliasson

Uranine, a water-soluble dye used to test ocean
currents, was poured into rivers in urban and rural
settings, turning the rivers green. Carried along by
the currents, the dye radically changed the appearance
of the rivers and their surroundings. Eliasson has
carried out this unannounced intervention in six
different locations: Bremen, Germany, 1998; Moss,
Norway, 1998; The Northern Fjallabak Route, Iceland,
1998; Los Angeles, 1999; Stockholm, 2000; and Tokyo,
2001. Response to the intervention varied greatly
depending on the location.
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Katharina Grosse - psychylustro, 2014

08.66

08.66.
Photo
documentation
of
the

installation by Steve Weinik (2014)

“psychylustro” is made up of seven
distinct swaths of orange, pink, and
green paint, which cover patches of
rubble, weeds, piles of bricks and
lumber, warehouse walls, and iron
trestles. Grosse’s application technique
ignores the existing patterns and
geometry of her “canvas,” so that metal
columns, greenery, and the dirt path
underfoot are all painted in the same
manner, rendering them oddly uniform
under their new (temporary) coats.
“psychylustro” is designed to be viewed
in motion, aboard Amtrak, SEPTA, or
New Jersey Transit, the latter two
Philadelphia and New Jersey’s regional
rail systems, without any gallery notes
or explanatory wall labels. Passengers en
route from New York City to Philadelphia
or Washington, DC, might catch sight of
it, having no idea what it is.
Sarah Archer. “A Shock of Color in the
City.” Hyperallergic. June 19, 2014.
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Colophon
A

colophon

containing

is

a

brief

information

statement
about

the

publication of a book such as the place
of

publication,

the

publisher,

and

the date of publication. A colophon
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may also be emblematic or pictorial
in nature.
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Thank you so much for reading this book. I hope it
inspires and motivates. Also, thank you Kirby.

-Andrew Herzog
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